ClydeFEST-To-Go CrossWord Puzzle

Hint: Some answers can be found in the photos at the bottom of the web page where this puzzle link is.

Across
2. Orb Filled with Air
6. Smile for the Photo
8. ClydeFEST Game: ___________ Madness
11. Who ClydeFEST is for
12. Colorful Flying Critter
15. Shelled Critter
16. ClydeFEST celebrates this
17. Clyde's Last Name
18. ClydeFEST Game: Tic Tac _____

Down
1. Slithering Critter
3. ClydeFEST Usual Location
4. Tool Clyde uses to make critters
5. Frigid Critter
6. Corralled Critter Adornment
7. Soap and Water
9. ClydeFEST Game: _______ Toss
10. Bouncing __________
13. Web-Footed Critter
14. Makes things colorful